[Influence of ligands characteristic of selective binding to a certain type of base pairs on DNA helix-coil transition I. Model. Theory].
The DNA helix-coil transition in the presence of ligands interacting selectively with a certain type or types of base pairs has been considered. A calculation method for estimation the influence of lignads on the melting process for which the knowledge of DNA primary structure is not required was proposed. It has been shown that the reverse temperature shift caused by ligands bound to a given type of base pairs at given kind of regions (helix or coli) is in direct proportion to the fist derivative with respect to the degree of helicity from ratio beta ji/n, where beta ji--number of nitrogen bases of i-type at the regions of j-kind; N--total number of DNA base pairs. It was assumed earlier that this shift was in direct proportion to beta ji/Nj, where Nj--number of base pairs in DNA regions of j-kind. The specificity of lignads interaction with given kinds of bases alters the manner of the melting process of the heteropolynucleotide in comparison with homopolynucleotide only in the case when the DNA primary structure has a strong influence on the position of helix and coli regions along the DNA chain. Only when this conditions is fulfilled the inversion of thermostability of AT- and GC-pairs may affect the shape of the melting curve.